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“I do love these ancient ruins. We never tread upon them but we set our foot upon some reverend 

history.”
     

Webster, 1612, 5.3 

 

Ruin and Narrative 

Within the narrative language of the arts, the image of the ruin is utilised as a metaphor for 

polarised conditions; it can support the visceral territories of the romantic scene or tell of 

apocalyptic events. As an image or art object, the ruin has the capacity to establish plot, place 

and event in a manner that is as powerful as it is subtle. The beauty of the ruin is a similar 

collage of polarities and subtleties; the inferred image of the original is present 

simultaneously with that of the remaining assemblage of material culture. The ruin is more 

than the remains of a building; it is a living museum, a narrator of histories, an objet d’art. 

The ruination of a building liberates it from the tyranny of function and use, transferring it 

into the sublime territory of antiquity and sculpture. 

Perhaps Sir John Soane (1753–1837) wished to witness his architecture thus when he 

commissioned Joseph Gandy (1771–1843) in 1830; to witness his works as transcending 

function into the realms of history and art. Considered a master of English Romanticism, 

Gandy was commissioned to illustrate Soane’s works for display in the Royal Academy 

Exhibition and there can be little doubt that their inception was influenced by experiences 

whilst upon The Grand Tour.   



Fig 1.  A Bird’s-Eye View of the Bank of England, 1830.  John Soane (rendered by Joseph Gandy) 

Through interpretation of Soane’s scheme for the Bank of England, Gandy depicts the ruined 

remains of the building in a prophetic view of the destroyed remains of London (Fig 1). In 

doing so, Gandy’s role as architectural illustrator goes beyond simple representation and 

becomes synonymous with narration, abstraction and prophecy. The work comments on the 

exponential growth and eventual collapse of the British Empire. It is a meditation symbolic of 

Babylon, Carthage, Atlantis and Athens; of apocalypse and neglect. And yet, it is at the same 

time an enchanting and sublime testament to permanency and the grandeur of ruins.  The 

building becomes melancholic and majestic within the same depiction, characteristics that 

can be associated to ruins. Perhaps Soane’s ambition was to bear witness to the eventual fate 

of his work, or to realise his ambitions as an architect of historic import within his own time. 

He was without modesty within his assurance that his works would make up the historic 

monuments of the future and the ruination of the Bank of England would thus be the evidence 

of his artistry. What is clear are Gandy’s attempts to elevate the edifice to be of equitable 

historic import to that of the Parthenon; the earth falls away from the south elevation, creating 

a vision suggestive of the monumentality of the Parthenon upon the Acropolis. When Soane 

catalogued the piece he quoted (and amended) a passage from Le Sage’s 18th century comic 

novel ‘La Diable Boiteux’ (1796), a tale in which the devil flies over the city lifting the 

rooftops to expose the lives within. The revelation of the building as a ruin allows us to see 

its autogenous workings, revealing a truth that would have otherwise been disclosed. 

“Je vais enlever les troits de ce suberbe édifice national … le dedans va se découvrir à vos yeux de 

meme qu’on voit le dedans d’un pâté dont on vient d’ôter la croûte.  [I am going to remove the roofs 



of this proud national edifice … so that what is within will be revealed to your eyes, like seeing the 

inside of a pie who’s crust has been removed.]” 

Le Sage (1796) cited in Lukacher (2006, p.162) 

Yet within this truthful revelation there is a deceit. For the building is depicted to us in a 

manner that has never been or is likely to be; it is an idealisation and an interpretation, even 

though an uncharacteristic one at that. Soane’s ambition for aesthetic representation and the 

sensibilities of his time is found within the romanticism of the ruin appose to the empirical 

stature of the building. The depiction of treasure hunters and archaeologists in ‘Architectural 

Ruins – a Vision’ (1830) transforms the Bank of England into a fragmented object of 

archaeological enquiry, reserving its place in the architectural antiquity of the future (Fig 2). 

 

 
Fig 2.  ‘Architectural Ruins – A Vision’, 1830.  John Soane (rendered by Joseph Gandy). 

 

“This building, with those of Wren and the bridges, will be almost the only ruins left to indicate its 

[London’s] present greatness.” 

Elmes (1823, p.163) 



If indeed Soane’s Bank of England was to fall into such ruination, as depicted by Gandy, to 

what extent would it be allowed to do so? The work is a monument to the socio-political and 

economic cultures of Britain at the time of its inception and many buildings of a similar 

significance have been tirelessly preserved or restored to avoid such occurrences. The 

‘factual’ representation of history through these means is contrary to the interpretative and 

speculative depiction of history that is established within archaeology and the remnants of a 

ruin. It is difficult to determine if Soane will ever get his wish; for the ruins of the Bank of 

England to be one of the few left within a future London. Our heritage of restorative works 

since the inception of that of Soane have extended beyond the simplicity and romanticism of 

his epoch and the approaches to ruins are as contentious and polarising as was the reception 

received by Gandy’s illustrations when they were unveiled within the Royal Academy of 

Arts. 

 

 
Fig 3. Thomas Shotter Boys. The restoration works being 

undertaken at Saint Chapelle, Paris, under the supervision of 

Viollet-le-Duc.  
 

Monumentality and the Restorative Pejorative 

It is interesting to consider the ruinous monument and Soane and Gandy’s ambition to 

categorise the Bank of England as one. Such structures are often conceived to transcend their 



own determined functional and utilitarian need; that is, they were not necessarily built with a 

limited life in view, but to persist, as ‘intended monuments’. For such buildings, preservation 

becomes an issue from the moment of their completion, as does the manner by which they are 

maintained, restored or preserved by the epochs that follow. Indeed, Fred Scott (2008) within 

his work ‘On Altering Architecture’ infers that from completion, all buildings are in a state of 

gradual ruination and that the attitudes of a given society determines the moments of 

authenticity within the adaptive and ruinous history of a building. Our context and value 

systems are driven by the attitudes that emerged from the instigation of the Society for the 

Protection of Ancient Buildings, SPAB (1877) and later, the Venice Chapter (1964) and have 

established a mechanism to determine the restorative worth and methodology applied to 

buildings and ruins. The application of such measures is more complex when you consider 

the ambition of the author, such as Soane, or indeed the evolving and adaptive history of a 

structure as an occupied object. It is possible, for example, to consider the material fabric of a 

structure as a series of layered adaptations and ambiguities, stretched over the frame of an 

original truth and that singling out a particular ‘moment’ is in itself as deceitful a practice as 

the fakery of reconstruction, or interpretative corrections, as practiced by Eugene-Emanuel 

Viollet-le-Duc (1814 – 1879) (fig.3). 

“To restore a building … is to re-establish it in a state of completion which may never have existed at 

any given moment in the past.” 

       Viollet-le-Duc (no date) cited in Earl (2003, p.54) 

 

 
Fig.4. Castelvecchio, Verona, by Carlo Scarpa 



This practice of restoration often referred to as the vandalism of completion, lead to the 

development of additional works, which developed an architectural homogeneity never 

previously possessed. The interpretative ambition for an unspoilt completeness to historic 

monuments and structures developed a practice that was driven by the sensibilities of their 

author and time more so that those of the original. They draw into the debate the very idea of 

originality and authenticity, as they are a violation of the original object and the original idea, 

yet they are a valid remnant of the structures own history. The idea of restoration take on 

greater complexity when, once again, each epoch attributes its own systems, strategies and 

sensibilities over impropriety, method and value. If, for example, the works of Viollet-le-Duc 

and James Wyatt (1746 – 1813) are considered to be deceitful, are we to erase them from the 

history of the structure as a violation, or are we to recognise them as valid aspects of the fluid 

history of a structure and by virtue our attitudes to architectural heritage, if disagreeable 

none-the-less. As example, it is said that during the adaptation of Castelvecchio, Verona 

(1956–1964), Carlo Scarpa (1906–1978) chose to remove built reference to the Fascist rein in 

Italy by erasing all construction attributed to the period (fig.4). Driven by socio-political 

ideology rather than that of aesthetic value or architectural heritage, he altered the layered 

history of the structure, however disagreeable, towards the development of an adaptation 

which is highly revered as a paradigm for future adaptation works, yet it is as deceitful as 

those works carried out by the ‘great destroyer’ James Wyatt and Viollet-le-Duc. The 

restoration of Le Corbusier’s (1887–1965) Villa Savoye (built 1930; restored 1985-1997) 

attempts to erase all trace of the neglect met upon this monument of modernity from the 

collective consciousness of the architectural establishment, yet it happened, and is a valid 

fragment of the structures history. It is possible to consider this period of misguided neglect 

as being as important to our future understanding of 20th century societal attitudes towards 

architecture, modernity, preservation and restoration as we perceive the need for the villas 

preservation to be today. (fig.5&6). 

“The authenticity of a historic building … depends crucially on its design and on the integrity of its 

fabric.  The unnecessary replacement of historic fabric, no matter how carefully the work is carried 

out, will have an adverse effect … and seriously reduce its value as a source of historical 

information.”  

English Heritage Advisory Leaflet, Principles of Repair (1989) cited in Earl (2003, p.77)  



  
fig.5&6. Villa Savoye, Poissy by Le Corbusier; before 1985 restoration  

 

There is a degree of hypocritical reiteration in this practice of restoration. Similarly to 

criticised previous restorers, there is a practice of applying the values systems of our time 

during an aesthetic process of determining what is of worth. 

“The first and clearest case (for protection) is that of the building which is a work of art, the product 

of a distinct and outstanding creative mind.” 

Instructions to Listening Investigators (1946) cited in Earl (2003, p.11) 

Historic and contemporary ruins are subject to the same conditions. They are at some point, 

arrested by the elements. Each passing societies desire to preserve such structures seems to 

intensifies with age, yet the dilemma with ancient ruins is that they are most likely to have 

spend as much of their lifespan as ruins as they did as working structures.  Therefore, the 

ruined phase of their history is just as relevant as any other.  Thus we are faced with the 

predicament of how to ensure the ruin remains for future generations to enjoy without 

denying its very nature.  The ancient ruin embodies the romantic aesthetic admired by Soane 

and Gandy, of softened dilapidation and decay. The contemporary ruin has yet to be 

considered as such and perhaps society will no longer allow for the creation of new ruins. 

Modern materiality and construction methods negate the opportunity for such romanticism; 

neglect, in this age, is simply neglect.  

“The natural destiny of a ruin is, after all, that it becomes steadily covered with ivy or old man’s 

beard and that the pieces of masonry drop off from time to time.” 

Earl (2003, p.70) 



Even minor alteration to the natural state of a ruin is the creation of a fabrication. The 

stabilising of a wall and the cutting back of vegetation which constantly tries to overcome the 

structure is nothing other than human intervention into the natural processes of the ruin and 

by its very nature the production of a falsification.  This may go almost unnoticed and in 

relation to our discussion can be considered as worthy, but it is corrective surgery towards the 

idealisation of the ruin.  Visitors to Fountains Abbey may stand in the exact position in which 

Turner stood to create ‘The Dormitory and Transept of Fountain's Abbey – Evening’ (1798), 

and exclaim how little the view has changed (Fig 7).  When of course, without human 

intervention and parenthood it would have changed beyond all recognition; resembling a 

thicket of brambles, tree’s and ivy as opposed to the manicured landscape they see before 

them.  The ruin continues to escape the tyranny of utility, with control over such vegetation 

and ‘making safe’ considered to be adequate to maintain the desirable ‘time-denying’ state 

which is so revered. Yet even this most rudimentary form of preservation gives rise to purist 

debate as to the extent of acceptable intervention.  Should the decay of a structure be halted 

or permitted to continue?  Should the current image of Fountains Abbey be that of Turner or 

nature? The altering of the physical appearance of the ruin, in any way, can diminish the 

accuracy of the depiction of its factual history, reinterpreted as an art object, appose to the 

remains of a once functioning building. To quote Walter Benjamin (1892–1940) in his later 

published 1925 paper ‘The Origin of German Tragic Drama’, a ruin is simply “history … 

physically merged with the setting”. 

 



 
Fig 7.  The Dormitory and Transept of Fountain's Abbey – Evening.  J M W Turner. 

 

Ideology and Practice 

Two principle positions emerge; to restore what we perceive to be the original or desirable 

nature of a structure, or, to maintain the intactness of what remains, limiting intervention or 

further deterioration. Modern approach and opinion on the subject would seem to promote the 

latter; however the alternative resolutely refuses to die.  It is in the subject matter of 

restoration where the fervour of debate exists, a debate that is as historic as the practice itself.  

At its most innocent, restoration can be viewed as the repairing, making good and reinstating 

of the original.  However, it can also represent the practise of complete alteration of the 

existing to the supposed former state of the original. It can also be debated as to whether the 

continued and long standing process of minor restoration may lead eventually to the complete 

remodelling of the original, beyond recognition. 

“[Restoration] … means the most total destruction which a building can suffer … Do not let us 

deceive ourselves in this important matter; it is impossible, as impossible as to raise the dead, to 

restore anything that has ever been great or beautiful in architecture. Do not let us talk of restoration. 

The thing is a lie from beginning to end.” 

Ruskin (1849) cited in Earl (2003, p. 58) 



In opposition to the work of restorers whose occupation was to ‘scrape’ back in the name of 

restoration, such as the removal of plaster and weather damaged facades, SPAB coined the 

phrase anti-scrape.  The Anti-scrapers were opposed to modification in the name of 

improvement and many a critical attack at this time fell upon the most notable restorer of the 

time George Gilbert Scott (1811 – 1878).  Scott professed only to adhere to current guidelines 

and claimed that his fundamental beliefs were entirely praiseworthy, claiming them to be, 

‘the importance of arresting decay, of making authentic records of the found state of ancient 

buildings, of avoiding conjectural reinstatements’, Earl (2003, p.60), when in fact many of 

his works were uncanny re-enactments of his contemporary, Viollet-le-Duc. The SPAB 

manifesto was one of the first attempts to place on paper ideology and principal with regard 

to preservation and restoration.  However, its relevance and longevity remains well beyond 

the historical context in which it was written.  The SPAB manifesto has formed the blueprint 

for almost all contemporary documentation on the subject and its applicability remains. 

Contemporary arbitration has attempted to limit opportunities for modern day Viollet-le-

Duc’s, and goes beyond being the collation of ideologies. The Venice Charter, for example, 

establishes a rhetoric that is unambiguous in establishing an ideology and methodology for 

restoration. This establishes an approach to restoration that is as concerned with the living 

history of what remains as it is of the manner through which that living history is protected 

and revealed and provides the opportunity for clarity of juxtaposition. This is perhaps the 

principle difference between contemporary approaches to adaptation and restoration to that of 

Viollet-le-Duc et al; that a structure can indeed be adapted, providing the adaptation is not in 

itself a deceit or pretence, but is unambiguous in its differentiation from the original. In this 

instance, the historic and contemporary histories of the ruin are concurrent. 

 “[Restoration] must stop at the point where conjecture begins… and any extra work must be distinct 

from the architectural composition and bear a contemporary stamp...additions cannot be allowed 

except in so far as they do not detract”. 

Venice Charter (1964) cited in Earl (2003, p. 62) 

There is inevitability to the life of a building, where a continued lack of maintenance or use 

will lead to a state of decay where preservation is inadequate; where ‘daily care’ is not 

sufficient recourse to avoid the necessity of restoration. Historically, scholars in the field 

appear to neglect to comment on this aspect of the argument, that buildings long forgotten or 

out with an aesthetic code do not have the luxury of constant maintenance. When their plight 

is given consideration, many of the ideals of SPAB are no longer plausible or attainable.  



Economy requires the usage, or in the case of ruins, their continued visitation, to ensure their 

survival.  If a monument is unable to achieve these goals simply through the use of minor 

preservation techniques then the question must be asked; whether the option of complete loss 

in the spirit of a given ideology is preferable to the utilisation of restoration techniques. This 

particular debate, whether intentional or otherwise, appears to be fixed upon the context of 

the occupy-able building and the historic monument. Within the context of the ruin, the 

structure that has passed the point of being inhabitable, the debate of authenticity and 

restorative adaptation is as applicable and the juxtaposition of historic intervention becomes 

manifest in the minute junctions oppose the to the material and spatial characteristics we may 

witness in adaptation works.  

“All reconstruction work [to ruins] should be ruled out a priority. Only anastylosis, that is to say, the 

reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. The material used for integration 

should always be recognisable and its use should be the least that will ensure the conservation of a 

monument and the reinstatement of its form.”  

Venice Charter (1964) cited in Earl (2003, p. 136) 

 

 fig.8  Roman Theatre Cartagena 



 

Whereas the accusation levelled at Viollet-le-Duc was of rewriting history through an 

architectural representation that was pastiche and ego, the deceit performed by anastylosis is 

the suggestion that ruination has not occurred, or has not occurred to the extent as is visible 

(fig. 8). The very nature of the ruin, the partially destroyed and dilapidated shadow of the 

former, raises the question; can re-erection to resemble the original ever be justified as 

conservation? Should the re-erection of the former ever be attempted, even with the use of 

original material? The use of anastylosis can neither be categorically defined as preservation 

or conservation; its actions are too extreme to warrant either of these headings. There are few 

cases, if any, where the large scale reconstruction of the original can be classed in 

conservation terms. This level of intervention is rarely an issue with everyday monuments, 

but when speaking in terms of ancient antiquity the question of partial reconstruction is raised 

with surprising regularity. With particular reference to archaeological sites, visitors are often 

considered to be unable to read the remains effectively; to interpret the embodied histories 

within the relics that remain. With consideration of the experience of the visitor, anastylosis 

aims to give some physicality to that which has since disappeared, adding materiality to an 

understanding. The role of the restoration of archaeological sites goes beyond the simple 

exposure and revelation of a ruin, but begins to reconstruct the ruin in an attempt to aid 

experiential understanding. Yet in doing so, it performs a deceit. For the image of the ruin 

may not be fully decipherable from the image of the reassembled representation, despite 

being constructed by the fragmented parts of itself. 

 

  
fig.9&10  St Peters Seminary, Cardross 



 

Deception 

Ruins and ruinous monuments are important aspects of our architectural material culture. 

They allow us to experience or visualise history and our predisposition to history as a means 

to understanding the human condition has fixed them firmly within our sense of place (fig.9 & 

10). The monumentality of St. Peters Seminary by Gillespie, Kidd & Koia (1961), for 

example, is in fact enhanced by its current state of ruination. Furthermore, our post 

enlightenment history has developed a discourse within the methods through which we 

should care for our architectural material culture and history. Yet, in doing so, we have 

denied the buildings to simply be. They are interpreted, modified, adapted or reconstructed 

depending upon their condition and the wills and attitudes of a given time. Few ruins are truly 

ruinous, for they are never given back to the earth or permitted to rest. Attitudes towards our 

architectural heritage are wide ranging and include; the complete recreation of the previous, 

halting of further ruination, the fabrication of idealisation and the continuation of validity via 

adaptation and reuse. The latter attempts to be the most honest, allowing each epoch to 

maintain its own characteristics as they are manifest within the ruin or monument. A structure 

in use, even if that use becomes adaptive, is a relevant structure.  It is perhaps easier to 

consider the continual maintenance of a structure under use, protected from the elements and 

with each moment of its history inscribed in its fabric, than that of the exposed ruin, so 

revered by the romanticism of historic practice. Or perhaps, more simply, all buildings are 

like this; all buildings are adaptive, interpretative, changeable structures, that have changed 

throughout history, containing parts of other buildings or spolia (“Spolia (Latin, 'spoils') is 

the re-use of earlier building material or decorative sculpture on new monuments”) (Spolia, 

2012)
 
additions and removals, reorientations and varied occupation. Their true beauty as ruins 

and monuments is the fact that the reveal these marks appose to any attempt to disguise. 
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